
THE VROLIJK 
SCARFLET



The Vrolijk Scarflet
Pick a multistrand, multi color yarn and let your scarf  go 

CRAZY!  A quick knit in bulky weight yarn makes this a 

great last minute gift idea or a treat for yourself!  Three 

cables wrap around the wearer, connecting at a button 

band that adjusts for a few different styling options.  

Wear with 2 buttons undone and let it split over your 

shoulder or button everything up and wear it high on 

your neck for a warm pop of  color.

If  you have any questions, please email me at

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Guage:  
14 stitches=4 inches

Materials:
Size 11 knitting needles

Bulky weight yarn (Whimsy by Yarn Bee is used in 

photo), less than 1 skein

Tapestry needle to attach buttons and weave in ends

3 buttons (1-1.25”)

Extra DPN or cable needle to make cables

Stitches Used:
co - cast on

k - knit

p- purl

yo-yarn over

k2t-knit two together

bo-bind off

Sizing:
Small (Large)

*Small fits children to teens, Large fits adults



Instructions:

CO 24 (28)

k to end of  row, turn

Repeat this row 3 more rows

k4 (5), yo, k2t, k5 (6), yo, k2t, k5 (6), yo, k2t, k4 (5), turn

k to end of  row, turn

Repeat this row for 3 more rows.

^p2 (3), k6, p1 (2), k6, p1 (2), k6), p2 (3), turn

k2 (3), p6, k1 (2), p6, k1 (2), p6), k2 (3), turn

p2 (3), k6, p1 (2), k6, p1 (2), k6), p2 (3), turn

k2 (3), p6, k1 (2), p6, k1 (2), p6), k2 (3), turn

p2 (3), *slip 3 stitches onto DPN or cable needle and 

hold in back, k3, k the 3 stitches on cable needle, p1*  

repeat * section 2 times, p to end, turn

k2 (3), p6, k1 (2), p6, k1 (2), p6), k2 (3), turn^

Repeat sections between ^ markers for a total of  15 

(16.5)”

k to end of  row, turn

repeat knitting in garter stitch for 8 more rows

BO

Weave in ends

Sew 3 buttons to placket without the button holes.  

Wear with 1, 2, or 3 buttons fastened.


